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The fundamental problem in the design of microprocessors is that of mapping an
abstract computer architecture onto the physical technology in which the microproces-
sor will be manufactured. Computer architectures are composed of logic and storage
elements, which are abstractions. When realized in a particular technology, logic values,
storage states, and the connections between elements map to logic circuits, state cir-
cuits, and signals on metal interconnections in the physical technology. Inevitably, there
are limitations resulting from the properties of the physical technology that determine
the range of realizable architectures. In addition, there are opportunities presented
when a particular architectural component maps well into the physical technology.
Given the architect's goals of finding a realizable and reasonably optimal architecture
that meets customer requirements, it is critically important to understand the limita-
tions and opportunities arising from the physical technology.

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The architecture goal is to find a design that implements the required function with the
best possible trade-off between various measures of success. Metrics that are applicable
to almost any design are performance, power consumption, die area and other costs
(e.g., package cost), and reliability. Generally, limits to functional capabilities are neces-
sary to meet product requirements for one or more of these metrics. The choices embo-
died in the architecture determine the trade-offs between these various metrics and
product goals.

Often, a distinction is made between architecture and micro-architecture.
Architecture is used to describe an abstract requirement specification and micro-
architecture is used to describe the specific composition of elements that realizes an archi-
tecture in a specific design. In the broader sense, both are architecture, and in this
chapter the distinction is not made because most discussions apply at both levels to
some extent.

1.1.1 Suitability of CMOS Technology

CMOS integrated circuit technology is far from ideal in realizing the architectural
abstractions. The basic gate has limited fan-in. Gate delay is strongly dependent on fan-
in, fan-out, and wire length. Resistance and inductance in wires creates significant
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problems for the designer in submicron technology. Efficient realization of storage
elements requires special circuit approaches that require careful design and additional
electrical verification to assure correct operation. Advanced logic circuit styles can be
used, with similar design and verification requirements. Finally, advanced logic circuits
and storage circuits do not support all similar architectural concepts equally well.
Instead, they favor one configuration over another.

Despite the problems just mentioned, CMOS technology has certain properties
that have made it the key driver of progress in computer design for many years. The
most important property is scaling and manufacturability. Manufacturers have been
able to build CMOS integrated circuits at low cost and with a steady reduction in
feature size causing rapid improvements in circuit speed, cost/function, and func-
tions/chip. Other important properties are highly efficient implementation of RAMs,
low power consumption relative to competing technologies, and that automated design
methodologies are highly successful in CMOS. Advancement in CMOS technology will
remain a driving force in high-performance microprocessors as well as in other comput-
ing technologies such as embedded computing and DSP for many years to come.

1.1.2 Physical Technology Impact at Various Scales

Physical technology's impact on architecture occurs at several scales. At the chip
scale, the growth in the number and size of architectural functions that could be realized
on a single chip has been a fundamental factor in microprocessor advancement. At a
more macroscopic scale, physical arrangement of elements and careful attention to
interconnection density and length can be critical. The floorplan of a chip has direct
consequences visible at the architecture level. For example, the latency of accesses to a
primary data cache is very dependent on how successfully the floorplan manages to
optimize the routing between the load-store execution unit, the cache, and the integer
execution unit.

At the scale of a section or function unit, mapping functional components into
regular structures is important. Examples are mapping a group of computing and
storage elements into a datapath, mapping an architectural function to a VLSI array,
fitting the architectural function to an advanced logic style such as domino logic, or
implementing part or all of a function as a RAM.

At the scale of a circuit, there can be significant architectural impact. For example,
arithmetic circuits generally improve strongly from special circuits and careful circuit
design in general. For another example, the reliability of a static RAM cell is a critical
factor in determining the need for error-tolerant architectural features such as parity
checking or error correcting codes.

1.1.3 RISC and the Importance of Well-Chosen
Architecture

One important development in architecture has been the focus on architecture's
role in efficiently utilizing the underlying physical technology. The RISC breakthrough
is a key example of this idea. Among other things, early RISC architects recognized that
by scaling the complexity and cost of microprocessor architecture down to the point at
which an effective pipeline could be implemented on a single IC, a large increase in
performance was possible. More generally, they recognized that a good match between
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an architecture and the implementation technology is crucial to achieving maximum
performance and cost efficiency.

Many of the RISC concepts would arguably improve performance and reduce
cost in any technology. But as a practical matter, RISC ideas and practices have
evolved with CMOS technology. Today's RISC computers are typically complicated
and feature-laden relative to the original RISC implementations, but they still reflect
careful trade-offs by designers between architectural complexity, implementation cost,
and clock speed—trade-offs that are made with the target technology very much in
mind.

1.1.4 Key High-Level Decisions and Trade-Offs

Once the instruction set architecture is chosen, and regardless of whether it is a
RISC architecture, there are many high-level decisions made by the architect that are
profoundly influenced by the technology. Here are a few examples. What percentage of
chip area should be used for cache? Which is better: a larger, slower single-level on-chip
cache or a two-level hierarchy with smaller, faster first-level cache? How many func-
tional units and register file ports are affordable? How complex a memory system is
feasible?

In high-performance microprocessor design, the chip size constraint is determined
either by the maximum size the manufacturing process can support or by the maximum
cost allowable for the product. In either case, the chip size is often very large in
comparison to other IC designs.

Determining the size of architectural components is not easy. The most obvious
approach is to compare the proposed element to a similar element in an existing design.
Another approach is practical if the proposed element is to be implemented using a
regular array or datapath. In this case, the size can be directly estimated by analysis of
the wiring and the circuitry within the basic cells. If these approaches aren't applicable,
the remaining approach is to use metrics based on gates, wiring, and other factors; but
these tend to be less accurate.

The cycle time of the processor is probably the single most important decision of
all, and also one of the most difficult. Section 1.3 explores this decision in detail.

1.1.5 Other Technology Issues

Other technology issues that are important to the microprocessor designer are the
trends in physical properties of interconnections, power consumption, and packaging.
In the past, very long interconnect routes were not as difficult a problem during top-
level architectural decision making, but the trend in technology is for interconnection
length limitations to become a first-order constraint. Power dissipation is an aspect of
physical technology that has become increasingly important to the architect as technol-
ogy is scaled. Advances in packaging are allowing more and faster signals, which taken
together with higher levels of integration of the computer system elements are enabling
significant advances in scalable multiprocessing and supercomputing. These issues are
all discussed in later sections of this chapter.

A direct consequence of physical technology is the need for constantly improving
design methodology. Design methodology is the combination of the CAD tools, design
strategies, and verification strategies that together ensure a successful design. While
design methodology is mainly driven by physical technology and is always relevant
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when discussing limitations imposed by technology, this chapter does not explore
methodology in any direct way.

1.2 IMPLEMENTING PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE
IN CMOS TECHNOLOGY

The computer architect works in the abstract domain of binary logic levels, logic gates,
and storage elements. An arbitrarily complex logic function can be built from a logic
family containing only a few basic types of logic gates (NAND gates alone, for
example). But logical correctness does not ensure feasibility, much less minimum
cycle time or minimum cost. Similarly, basic CMOS latches and logic gates can be
combined to build storage arrays, but efficient implementation requires special circuits
and design techniques. This section explores the problem of efficiently mapping an
architecture to CMOS, while optimizing for speed, power, die area, and other metrics.
It is crucial to understand the structures that work well in CMOS and to plan the
architecture so that it maps on to those structures wherever possible.

Here is a list of some of the more useful mappings into CMOS:

• Reduce critical logic functions to wide fan-in NOR, or AND-NOR with wide
fan-in NOR, and use dynamic logic to efficiently realize the function.

• Use domino logic for high speed and efficient use of area.
• Use other advanced logic design styles into which certain logic functions map

particularly well.
• Organize a function into a 2-dimensional array or datapath where the regular

structure provides advantages.
• Use RAM arrays where appropriate.

It is important to recognize that as physical technology continues to scale and
evolve, the useful mapping techniques will evolve as well. Additionally, new logic design
techniques will likely be invented. Highly successful architecture will always be sensitive
to the limitations and peculiar opportunities of the supporting technology, but the
more technology-dependent suggestions given in this section will inevitably become
outdated.

1.2.1 Dynamic Logic

Dynamic logic (including domino logic) can provide significant speed and area
improvements in high-performance design. This section briefly introduces dynamic
logic and gives examples of dynamic logic usage in microprocessors. Dynamic logic
can greatly improve the speed of critical paths, because dynamic gates are considerably
faster than static equivalents. However, use of dynamic logic introduces new timing
constraints and restricts the generality of logic functions that can be practically realized.

Note that there are many important design issues in the implementation of
dynamic logic circuits, both to ensure correct operation and to achieve the highest
possible speed, but these issues are mainly beyond the scope of this discussion. Issues
that directly influence architecture are mentioned here, while many issues that affect
architecture much less are ignored.
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1.2.7.7 Zero Detection Circuit Example

A zero-detect function of a 16-bit data bus is a simple example of an optimization
opportunity at the scale of a function unit. It is possible to implement this function in
standard CMOS gates, building the 16-wide fan-in OR function using a tree structure
composed of NAND and NOR gates. This implementation would be significantly
slower than one using dynamic logic to implement the 16-wide fan-in NOR gate in
one dynamic gate, as shown in Fig. 1.1. In addition, it would take more area and it
would be more difficult to route the interconnect than in the dynamic version.

Figure 1.1 Sixteen-bit zero detector in dynamic CMOS.

However, the dynamic version places a new constraint on the design. The circuit is
clocked, so the input data must be set up prior to the clock signal rising, and it must
remain stable and valid thoughout the clock-high period. Both the speed advantage and
the timing constraint may be visible at the architecture level.

1.2.1.2 Comparator Example

Figure 1.2 shows an important extension of the wide fan-in NOR strategy, the
AND-NOR with wide fan-in on the NOR part. The circuit is an 8-bit comparitor. The
dynamic node will fall and the output will rise during the evaluate phase if any of the A
input bits are not equal to the corresponding bit of the B input. The key point here is
that an AND function is realized in each NMOS pull-down stack. This AND-NOR
structure appears in many interesting dynamic control circuits.

In Fig. 1.2, the bottom NMOS transistors in each stack are forced off during the
precharge phase. This eliminates the need for a clocked pull-down device similar to the
one in Fig. 1.1, reducing stack height. With wide fan-in, the circuit slows significantly

Figure 1.2 Dynamic comparator example.
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as dynamic stack heights grow, and problematic electrical issues are worsened, so it is
best to minimize stack heights, though the parameters may vary as the CMOS technol-
ogy is changed. (Stack height is the number of devices connected in series between the
dynamic output node and the power supply node. For practical purposes the stack height
is quite limited. This translates to a limitation on logic functions in dynamic gates.)

7.2.1.3 Domino Logic

Domino logic is an extension of dynamic logic in which the output of one dynamic
gate (the output of the inverter connected to the dynamic node) is connected directly to
the next dynamic gate. Figure 1.3 shows the basic NMOS domino structure. The
NMOS pull-down network in each gate can implement a variety of logic functions,
though there are limits to design flexibility due to speed and electrical considerations.

Figure 1.3 Domino logic.

As the name implies, the stages of domino logic evaluate one after another once the
clock rises. Since the NMOS pull-down network can implement a wide fan-in NOR or
AND-NOR function, complex logic functions can be realized with multiple stages of
domino logic. However, some logic functions cannot be mapped into successive stages
of domino logic. The key constraints that determine which logic functions are realizable
are:

1. Wide fan-in must map to a NOR function, and
2. Each stage is noninverting.

For example, if the AND of 32 bits is required at the output of the first stage of a
logic function, this can only be realized by inverting all the inputs, and connecting them
to a 32-bit dynamic NOR gate. By DeMorgan's theorem the result at the output of the
inverter is the NAND over the 32 bits of data. But, if the second stage of this logic
function must OR the results of the 32 logical ANDs (where each is an AND of 32 bits),
domino logic cannot be used in the second stage. This is because an extra level of
inversion is required to make the logic function correct, but domino logic works only
if each domino stage is noninverting. The first stage in this example could not be done
as a dynamic NAND because it is not practical to implement a 32-high NAND stack.
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(In fact, stack heights beyond three or four devices connected in series tend to be
impractical.) These two constraints taken together limit the case in which domino
logic can be used. For the architect, the challenge is to find functions that will produce
the desired architectural behavior and will map successfully onto domino logic.

1.2.1.4 PL As and Self-Timed Dynamic Logic

The preceding example of AND into OR is essentially the classic PLA structure.
Because it can't be made to domino, two clock edges are required, one to enable
evaluation in the AND plane and the other to evaluate the OR plane. In a single
clock environment, the two planes could be evaluated in the two phases of one cycle
but this is too slow to be useful in many cases. Designers use self-timed logic to solve
this problem. A timer is built to trigger the OR plane evaluation after the AND plane is
guaranteed to have completed its evaluation. Typically, this is accomplished by imple-
menting one dummy AND term that is slightly more loaded and slightly less strongly
driven than the worst real AND term. Such logic is difficult to design and there must
always be some margin included such that OR plane evaluation is delayed more than
necessary in the typical case. In general, cases that don't domino could be managed
through self-timed design, but it is difficult, failure prone, and never as fast as domino
logic. In principle, self-timing can be applied in any case in which domino logic won't
work, but generally it is not practical because of the difficulty of building a dependable
timer.

1.2.2 Advanced Logic Styles

Other logic styles also have their place. For example, the XOR function is extre-
mely important in arithmetic logic and in error correcting logic. However, domino logic
will not support XOR in an intermediate logic stage. DCVS logic [1] has been used for
such circuits because of the ease of implementing a fast XOR function, particularly an
XOR sum of multiple bits (e.g., the even or odd parity function). Dual-rail domino
logic has also been used because a "finish" signal can be generated from a dual-rail
domino gate that can be used to start evaluation of the next stage, solving the XOR
implementation problem in a different way [1].

1.2.3 Dynamic Logic Examples from High-Performance
Processor Designs

Examples from two processor designs are shown below. Notice that dynamic and
domino logic styles are used to implement wide fan-in logic that is fairly fast, that stack
heights are small with the 2-input AND-NOR occurring frequently, and that consider-
able effort and creativity was used to force the architectural function to fit a fast circuit
implementation.

1.2.3.1 Alpha 21164 Scoreboard Example

Figure 1.4 is taken from a paper describing the Alpha 21164 microprocessor [2].
The 21164 operates at a CPU frequency of 300 MHz in 0.5 CMOS technology. The
figure depicts the 21164's instruction Scoreboard.
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The design works with fully decoded register indexes. That is, there is a 31-bit
binary "one-hot" vector representing each source and destination register instead of a
5-bit binary encoding. In this fully decoded representation, equality comparison maps
to a two-input AND function. Converting to decoded forms of indexes is a powerful
method that can often be used to reduce stack heights dramatically and enable the use
of dynamic logic. In decoded-form logic, the logic cells tend to be small and they can
usually be laid out in an efficient array.

Details of the circuit's operation can be found in the original journal article. There
are three domino stages. The cross-coupled structure in the final stage is a glitch latch
that catches the result of the dynamic evaluation at the same time as precharge begins to
clear it away, a required technique for single-wire clocking.

1.2.3.2 Alpha 21264 Issue Logic Example

The 21264 example (Fig. 1.5) is a clever design that demonstrates noticeable trade-
offs between architecture and circuits. The figure is taken from a paper describing the
21264 Alpha microprocessor's integer instruction issue logic [3]. The figure shows logic
that performs the issue arbitration function. The arbiter must choose from among the
up to 20 queued instructions and pick up to two instructions for execution in an
associated pair of execution units. If only one instruction is ready the arbiter still
mustn't pick the same instruction for both units. This is the "pick-2" function. The
logic design has a number of interesting consequences at the architectural level.

Figure 1.5 Alpha 21264 issue logic example.

Figure 1.5 shows a simplified version of the pick-2 arbiter. The simplified version
handles requests from only three instructions, but the underlying concept extends easily
to larger numbers of requesting instructions. Each arbiter stage is a dynamic priority
encoder circuit that picks the highest priority single requester. The circuit works by
allowing each requester to kill the grants to all lower priority instructions. If an instruc-
tion is not requesting, it kills its own grant and permits lower priority instructions to be
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granted. The second stage gates the request for the second execution unit with failure to
obtain grant in the first stage. This way, an instruction that is granted in the first stage
will not be a requester in the second stage, and a lower priority requester can win in the
second stage. Notice that this logic dominos such that the falling edge on GntO_H
signals in the first stage enable the second stage priority to be resolved. The set-reset
flip-flop at the output of the arbiter ensures that at most one of the two issue signals is
asserted for a given instruction.

The arbiter in Fig. 1.5 has a number of interesting architectural consequences.
First, the 21264 has four execution units, but since the designers do not have a solution
to the "pick-4" problem that would meet the cycle time requirement, they limit instruc-
tions to waiting for at most two execution units while in the queue. There is some
degradation in architectural throughput when compared to a more ideal scheme. To
determine the exact performance costs of such choices, architects simulate different
options in a fast abstract model of the architecture.

Notice also that the arbiter is not symmetric. If the second highest priority instruc-
tion is requesting only the first execution unit, and the highest priority instruction is
requesting both units, the lower priority instruction will not be granted at all. An ideal
algorithm would place the second priority in the first execution unit and the first
priority instruction in the second unit. Again, simulation would be used to determine
the resulting performance cost.

1.2.3.3 Other Dynamic Logic Examples

Dynamic logic, including domino logic has been used in many high-performance
microprocessors for arithmetic circuits, instruction issue logic, cache access logic, and
other logic [4]-[6]. The architectures represented in these example references are the
Power-PC, Hewlett-Packard's PA-RISC, and the MIPS architecture. Many other
examples can be found in available research literature.

1.2.4 Datapaths

The datapath is a well-known technique to improve design efficiency for data and
address logic in a processor. By restricting each bit of a datapath to a certain bit col-
umn, and restricting function units to broad rows in the datapath structure, significant
layout and routing efficiency is achieved in constructing a section. There may be ineffi-
ciency in individual components, but the payback is significant in the larger scale. As an
added benefit, it can be quite a bit easier to estimate the size of a datapath during early
design phases than it would be if the section were not laid out in such a regular way.

1.2.5 RAMs

RAMs are the single most optimized circuit in CMOS process technology. Process
engineers work on basic RAM cells from early in development of a technology. Circuits
in RAMs (e.g., sense amps, column MUXes, address decoders) are usually the most
carefully crafted and analyzed on any chip. RAMs can be static, dynamic, single-
ported, multiported, and so on. Later chapters of this book go into extensive detail
on SRAM and DRAM design. For the processor architect, RAMs are important
building blocks used to realize dramatic performance gains.

Caches are usually fairly large, single-ported SRAM structures. Typically they are
composed of multiple banks for higher speed and reduced power. Register files are
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typically smaller RAMs that are optimized for a large number of ports. Individual ports
are usually specialized to either writing or reading, though read-write ports are also
sometimes used.

RAM cells are at the heart of many other structures, such as the part of the
instruction queue that holds instruction information (information that is read out
and passed to the register file and the execution units when an instruction is issued).
These are often multiported structures.

Content addressable memories (CAMs) are used for translation buffers and other
components. In general a CAM can be thought of as a RAM in which the address
decoder has been replaced by a bank of comparitors coupled with RAM cells to hold
the match value. In a typical design, comparitor cells are RAM cells with XNOR gates
that compare the bits of the address to their stored value and conditionally pull down a
dynamic logic node to indicate hit or miss. This circuit is similar to the circuit in Fig. 1.2.

The comparitor array in a CAM is usually expensive (in power and area) and
somewhat slow, limiting practical CAM storage sizes. However, CAMs are critical
architectural components, particularly in high-performance memory subsystems.

For the architect, the main point is that RAMs are far better than a collection of
latches. From an architecture point of view, a RAM is a large decoder, a large number
of storage elements, and a large multiplexor (or demultiplexer) for selecting one set of
the storage elements to read (or write). But the implementation of a RAM is very
efficient in area, speed, and power consumption, and the efficiency is most dramatic
for single-ported RAMs. So the architect should map any large, regular collection of
storage elements into the simplest RAM structure possible. Additionally, architectures
that use a RAM-like structure to solve a problem or improve performance may be more
efficient than those that use a different solution.

RAM area increases roughly as the square of the number of ports. This is because
each port requires extra control lines (word lines) and extra data wires (bit lines). As the
area increases, the circuits slow down, and power increases. So the architect should
strongly prefer single-ported structures.

Larger RAMs are typically constructed from banks of small RAM arrays. Banks
may be accessed simultaneously. This suggests an important strategy for building logi-
cal multiported storage arrays. Map a logically multiported storage structure to single-
ported RAM banks by ensuring that the multiple simultaneous accesses do not access
the same RAM banks. If the multiple accesses are not naturally separated into different
banks of the storage array, then the architecture can enforce that access restriction by
stalling or aborting all but one of any group of conflicting accesses. In large arrays, the
resulting complexity is very likely to be worth the improved design efficiency.

Another efficiency strategy is to merge multiple related structures. For example, if
the instruction cache and the branch predictor storage array are merged, area can be
saved because the RAMs can share address decode logic. Where the array is organized
into multiple banks, complexity can be reduced if the same banking rules apply to both
accesses. If an instruction fetch doesn't conflict with another simultaneous fetch in the
instruction cache, then the corresponding branch prediction accesses won't conflict
either. This might not be the case if the two arrays were separate, with each banked
in a different way.

Associativity in caches is another trade-off. Direct mapped caches are faster for
two reasons. First, there is no MUX required after the RAM read. The MUX is present
in associative caches to select the data associated with the tag that hits. In direct
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mapped caches, there is only one data item to choose, so this MUX is eliminated.
Secondly, in a direct mapped cache it is possible to begin operating on the data prior
to determining if the tag hits. This is because the pipeline control logic of the processor
can be used to abort the calculation in the event of a cache miss prior to committing the
result to permanent architectural state storage. With associative caches, the correct data
is not known until the hit calculation completes. Finally, a direct mapped cache is just
simpler and smaller. There is less logic. However, if associativity is an architectural
requirement, it is possible to save power by accessing just the way or set in which a
cache hit occurred, at the cost of added latency.

There are many possibilities in RAM design. Difficult architectural problems can
be solved with a variation on a standard RAM design. It is difficult for the architect to
accurately determine what might be feasible and equally difficult for the RAM designer
to anticipate the design constraints. The best outcome will result from a partnership
between architects and the RAM designers.

One high-level trade-off in most microprocessor designs is that between adding more
functionality and adding more cache to the chip. This is a difficult choice. Increases in on-
chip cache size can bring significant improvement in architectural throughput. However,
larger caches are slower and occupy chip area that could be used for more or larger
architectural components that can also increase throughput. Sometimes small very fast
primary caches are backed by second-level on-chip caches that are larger and slower. This
approach gives the designers flexibility to optimize the second level cache for power and
area efficiency. However, the other approach of a carefully crafted large fast single-level
data cache has also been used with considerable success. Overall, decisions about how
much RAM to use and how to organize it are difficult. Successful examples of high-
performance microprocessors vary widely in these choices. Section 1.4 explores this
issue further by comparing the choices of three actual designs.

1.3 CHOOSING THE CYCLE TIME OF
A HIGH-PERFORMANCE MICROPROCESSOR

Choosing the cycle time of a new processor design is probably the single most impor-
tant decision to be made when beginning a new design. At the highest level, the decision
is a trade-off between architectural efficiency (instructions per cycle, executing a given
type of application) and processor clock frequency. The product of the two is the net
performance in instructions per second. Given the difficulty and art required to find a
good architecture, and the amount of work required to estimate the speed of CMOS
structures, there is no easy answer to the question.

The art of processor design is such that there is no simple procedure that allows the
architect to determine the advantage to be gained from a given cycle time change. It
takes considerable time to accurately evaluate the possibilities.

Beyond the architectural evaluation, it is very difficult to accurately estimate the
circuit delay of each architectural component, particularly when the component is a
new structure or a new arrangement of structures. If a proposed component is an exact
or scaled copy of a component of an existing design, a reasonably accurate estimate is
possible. But, before a new component is finally implemented, it can be quite difficult to
accurately estimate its delay characteristics. An initial estimate can be arrived at quickly
by comparison to well-understood components. Of course, major portions of new
designs are copied more or less exactly from a previous design, but new designs usually
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add significantly to what has been done before. Working estimates can easily be subject
to a 10-20% error, making accurate evaluation of trade-offs difficult.

Experienced microprocessor architecture and design teams reach the cycle time
decision through a combination of judgment and data. Judgment is not simply applied
after exhaustive data collection. There are too many possibilities to explore. At each
step, designers and architects decide which direction to explore, which alternative to
examine, and they make small decisions adjusting the design center of one or a small
number of working proposals as they go.

1.3.1 Critical Loops

Similar to the idea of a critical path, a critical loop is logic that is required by the
architecture to repeat or loop in a given number of cycles, usually one cycle. Architects
should identify critical loops early in the design process because these will ultimately be
the paths that set the cycle time.

Some functional latencies can be pipelined over multiple cycles with only minor
loss in architectural throughput. Critical loops are different. If the logic in critical loops
is unable to operate in the allocated loop time, a significant performance loss is the
result. The execute and bypass loop in a typical microprocessor is a critical loop because
a two-cycle latency for basic operations like ADD would mean very significant loss in
architectural throughput for almost all integer programs. Another example is the
latency from execution of a load instruction to the execution of the first instruction
using the data fetched by the load instruction. It is a critical loop even though the
latency is often more than a single cycle.

1.4 COMPARISON OF PA8000, 21164, AND 21264
PROCESSORS

It is instructive to compare the PA8000 [7] from Hewlett-Packard Corporation to the
Alpha 21164 [2] and 21264 [8] designs from Digital Equipment Corporation. The on-
chip cache and cycle time decisions are very different. The issues that stand out in these
comparisons are the decision for complex out-of-order execution versus simpler in-
order execution, the complexity of the cache organization choice, and the trade-off
between cycle time and other architectural features.

The 21164 and PA8000 were both implemented in roughly equivalent 0,5 pm
CMOS technology. The PA8000 die is about 10% larger than the 21164, and both
are probably about as large as can be manufactured in their technology generation.
In terms of physical technology, they are quite similar while in architecture they are
quite different.

The PA8000 has no on-chip cache, choosing instead to use separate large tightly
coupled off-chip primary instruction and data caches. These off-chip caches, built from
very fast SRAM chips, were typically much larger than could have been implemented
on chip. CPU modules with cache sizes ranging from 0.5 Mbyte up to multiple Mbytes
were built.

In contrast, the 21164 has on-chip primary instruction and data caches that are 8
Kbytes each, and a second-level mixed instruction and data cache that is 96 Kbytes.
These caches require about 30% of the 21164 die area.

The designers of the 21164 exploit the flexibility that CMOS offers in the caches.
The primary data cache is dual-ported for reads, supporting execution of two load
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instructions per cycle regardless of address, and the primary instruction cache bus
width is wide enough to supply four instructions per cycle. The second-level cache is
three-way set associative and is pipelined so that it can continuously provide data to
either primary cache at the rate of two 64-bit words (or four 32-bit instructions) per
CPU cycle.

The PA8000 caches are single ported, though the data cache data bus is wide
enough to support two loads accessing adjacent memory locations simultaneously,
and the instruction cache data bus is equally wide to support four instructions per
cycle from the instruction cache.

The 21164 operating frequency is 300 MHz, while the PA8000 operates at 180 MHz.
Even with its slower cycle time, the PA8000 is significantly higher in performance.
The published SPECint95 result for the PA8000 at 180 MHz is 11.8. A reasonable estimate
of the 21164 at 300 MHz is 9 SPECint95. (The 21164 paper gives the SPECint92 per-
formance results but not the SPECint95 results. However, a version of the Alpha 21164
implemented in 0.35 micron CMOS has a SPECint95 of 13.3 at 433 MHz [9]. The 9
SPECint95 estimate above is calculated by derating the 13.3 SPECint95 figure by the
ratio of operating frequencies and adjusting a bit for architectural enhancements in
the later 21164 version.)

Compare the work done per cycle on the SPECint95 benchmark suite for these
designs (SPECint95/MHz). The PA8000 delivers 0.066 SPECint95/MHz, while the
21164 delivers 0.031 SPECint95/MHz. The 21164 must operate at over twice the fre-
quency to beat the PA8000 in SPECint95 performance. (In fact, the 0.35 micron version
of the 21164 did just that.)

The PA8000 SPECint95/MHz advantage over the 21164 is a direct result of very
different cycle time and on-chip complexity decisions. Placing the PA8000 primary
caches off-chip left room for a complicated out-of-order execution design on the
chip, and the resulting larger cache sizes enhanced architectural efficiency significantly.
However, the maximum cycle time of the processor was limited significantly by the
speed of the off-chip caches.

The Alpha 21164 designers made distinctly different choices for operating fre-
quency, area on the chip devoted to cache, architectural complexity and throughput.
The 21164 is an in-order execution processor that is considerably simpler than the
PA8000 design. The designers chose a faster operating frequency and traded off instruc-
tion throughput per MHz to achieve the lower cycle time. Moreover, the on-chip caches
were able to operate at the 21164's higher speed.

In contrast to the Alpha 21164, the Alpha 21264 is a complex out-of-order
execution microprocessor implemented in 0.35 um technology. It only contains primary
caches on the die (separate instruction and data caches), and the secondary cache is
connected to the chip via a high bandwidth interconnection bus. Its SPECint95/MHz
figure is approximately 0.052. An enhanced version of the PA8000 processor that was
implemented in 0.25 um technology (and added two on-chip caches) has a 40% better
SPECint95/MHz ratio (0.073) [10]. However, the 21264 has an approximately 70%
higher operating frequency when normalized to similar technology. The net perfor-
mance of the 21264 would then be roughly 20% better in comparable technology.

The 21264 is notable as an implementation in which the complexity of out-of-order
did not translate into slower cycle time. In fact the designers of the 21264 set their cycle
time such that about 10 gate delays could fit in a cycle, along with necessary latch delay
[11], (In contrast, the 21164 design allowed about 12 gate delays in a cycle, with latch
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delay.) Achieving this cycle time clearly required trade-offs in the architecture. One such
trade-off is exhibited in the less than ideal behavior of the instruction issue arbiter
discussed earlier in this chapter. Another interesting compromise was that the execution
units were divided into two clusters, and result bypassing between clusters took two
cycles while bypassing within a cluster took one cycle. This trade-off improves cycle
time at the expense of instructions per cycle throughput, though the architectural loss is
minimized because the arbiter algorithm is able to compensate to some degree. See the
original article for more detail [3].

1.5 TREND IN INTERCONNECT RESISTANCE

The trend in interconnect delay due to resistance is becoming a significant problem for
microprocessor designers. As CMOS technology scales from one generation to the next
the product of interconnect resistance and load capacitance (RC delay) is not scaling
with technology. This is a serious constraint for architecture that gets relatively worse
with each new CMOS technology generation.

In classical CMOS scaling theory, every dimension and every capacitance is
reduced by a scaling factor in each generation. For the purposes of this discussion,
we assume the scaling factor between successive generations is a constant 0.7. Consider
a section of interconnect under this scaling rule. The width scales by 0.7. The height
tends to scale by 0.7, and for the identical circuit, the length of the interconnect scales
by 0.7 also. Resistance is proportional to length divided by area. So in a single theore-
tical generation of scaling, interconnect resistance increases by ^ = 1.43. Meanwhile,
the capacitance on a given node scales by 0.7, so RC stays constant. However, a gain in
speed of ^ is expected with each process generation.

In practice, RC is scaling somewhat rather than staying constant over process gen-
erations. Several factors account for this. First, interconnect heights have not been
scaled as rapidly as widths. The desired result is that resistance doesn't increase by as
much as 1.43 in a generation, and the less desirable side effect is that lateral capacitance
has become a larger component of total wire capacitance. Second, copper interconnect
has been introduced in many processes, providing a one-time decrease in resistance.
Third, low K dielectrics are being introduced. This provides an additional reduction in
capacitance. Given these factors, process designers are able to provide some scaling in
RC delay, though eventually, fundamental laws will prevent further gains.

A recent article [12] analyzes the interconnect RC delay trend in terms of the
percentage of a chip reachable within one clock cycle. This percentage decreases rapidly
as the RC continues not to scale with technology generations. Regardless of the exact
rate of the trend, it is clear interconnect delay will have an increasing impact on
architecture.

1.5.1 Interconnect Inductance

As later chapters discuss, inductance of on-chip interconnect is becoming an
increasingly important problem in on-chip signaling. Analysis of inductance is far
less straightforward than that of capacitance and resistance. It becomes more significant
both as signals edge rates increase and generally only affects longer signals. Inductance
will soon be another source of limitation on the length of on-chip signals, requiring
more frequent signal repeaters with a resulting increase in total delay.
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1.5.2 Architectural Consequences of Interconnect
Trends

What will architects do about interconnect delay? In the end, they will have to
reverse the present trend toward larger architectural components and longer intercon-
nects (e.g., larger instruction queues, larger memory reorder buffers, more transistors
devoted to one processor's logic, larger primary caches). In the shorter term, pipelines
will get longer and architects will depend more on prediction to manage pipeline
latency. They will also explore parallel, special-purpose architectures that serve parallel
applications better.

Applications like graphics and multimedia contain a greater percentage of predict-
able (therefore parallelizable) computation. Execution of these applications can per-
form well in deep pipelines or parallel computation units. Applications like web serving,
file serving, and transaction processing are composed of many independent threads of
execution, and overall throughput is the primary performance measure, not latency in
any one thread. These applications should perform well with parallel computation
approaches.

1.6 TREND IN POWER CONSUMPTION

In classical scaling theory, power consumption should not be that significant a problem,
but in actual practice we see an alarmingly rapid upward trend in power consumption
for high-performance microprocessors. From one perspective, the main reason is that
power supply voltage is not dropping fast enough to support perfect scaling.

The trend of increasing power consumption per chip poses difficult problems in
high-end microprocessors. There are several major concerns with high power consump-
tion. The first is cooling. There are physical limits in packaging technology that limit
cooling and make cooling high power chips expensive, difficult, and impossible beyond
certain limits. Additionally, supply current is growing fast as power consumption
increases and Vdd is simultaneously reduced. Larger supply current and rapid rates
of change in that current (dl/dt) present significant engineering challenges.

Energy consumption per instruction executed is considered the more important
metric in portable computers because "sleep" modes can be used to ensure that the
processor consumes minimum power when there is no computational task to execute.
In other cases, the cost of power supplies and cooling capability in a system limits the
acceptable power level for a commercially competitive product.

1.6.1 Power Estimation and Scaling

When the 21064 Alpha microprocessor was introduced in 1992 in 0.75 urn CMOS,
its power consumption was 30 W at 200 MHz with a Vdd of 3.3 V [13]. This was an
astonishingly high number at the time. The power in Alpha processors has been increas-
ing significantly with each generation, and although Alpha tends to be the extreme in a
given generation, the same trend is noticeable in other microprocessor families. For
example, the designers of the Ultrasparc-III expect that processor will consume 70 W at
600 MHz in a 1.8 V 0.25 nm technology, when fabricated [14].

A simplistic analysis of power consumption in CMOS digital logic is based on the
approximation that power consumption is entirely due to charging and discharging of
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circuit nodes. An average capacitance Ctota{ charged per cycle is assumed for typical
operation. The resulting well-known equation for power is Power = Ctotai Vdd / , where
Vdd is the power supply voltage and / is the operating frequency. The approximation
neglects short-circuit current during switching transitions, DC current in unusual cir-
cuits or analog components, 10 circuits, and leakage current, all of which can be sig-
nificant. However, the simple formula is a good approximation that allows us to isolate
the effects of power supply voltage and operating frequency on power consumption.
One can compare the average CtotaI charged per cycle per unit area (call it CmiUarea) in
various designs and consider the theoretical effect of scaling on this parameter to reach
conclusions about power consumption in future designs.

Begin with the theoretical effect of scaling on the parameter Cmit_area. Consider a
circuit in a given area in a given technology generation. When scaled to the next
technology generation, the capacitance of each node drops by the 0.7 scaling factor
and the area of the circuit drops by 0.72 = 0.49. An area 0.49 times as large contains 0.7
times the capacitance, so capacitance per unit area increases by 1.43.

In classical scaling, Vdd would be reduced by 0.7 with each technology generation
and operating frequency would rise by 1.43. Power per unit area would remain constant
with technology scaling. However, actual trends in manufacturing technologies are that
Vdd tends to scale more slowly than this [1]. The reasons for this are fundamental
problems in semiconductor process engineering. Reducing Vdd is clearly desirable,
but it is challenging to design transistors that have acceptable characteristics at a
lower Vdd. As a result, power per unit area tends to rise slowly with each process
generation.

The problem is exacerbated by two other factors in high-end microprocessors seen
in recent generations: increasing die area in high-end microprocessors and increased use
of high-performance circuit design approaches that consume comparatively more
power per unit area. This helps explain the rapid rise in power dissipation in these
designs.

Let us compare the CmiUarea of some processors. The 21164 dissipates SOW at
300 MHz in a 3.3 V 0.5 jam process, and the die was 16.5 mm by 18.1 mm. The Cunit_area

for this chip is 50pF/mm2. A Power-PC chip designed for mobile and high volume
desktop applications is reported [15] to dissipate 5W at 250MHz in a 2.5V 03jim
process, and the die area was 66.5 mm2. Its CmiUarea is also about 50pF/mm2. However,
it is roughly two process generations later. The 21164 figure in 0.25 jam CMOS would
be predicted by scaling theory to be about 100pF/mm2 in a comparable technology.
The aggressively high-performance Alpha design is significantly worse than the power-
conscious design, though this analysis gives little insight into why that is so.

The Ultrasparc-III designers' expectations are 70 W dissipation at 600 MHz in a
1.8 V 0.25 jam CMOS process for a 360 mm2 die area [14]. This gives a Cmiuarea of
100pF/mm2, identical to the 21164 figure scaled to a similar technology.

The Cmit_area figure is clearly dependent on differences in logic design style and
architectural approach. For example, dynamic logic circuits might well consume more
power per area than static complementary logic for a typical logic function. At the
architecture level, techniques such as pipelining, parallelism, and speculation typically
lead to designs in which more logic sections are simultaneously active. An example
trade-off is one in which two results are calculated knowing that only one will be
needed, but not knowing which until after the calculations begin. This is a direct
trade-off between performance and power.
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For a direct shrink to new technology or for a consistent design style, CmiUarea is a
useful predictor of power consumption. It is straightforward to scale the figure to new
technology. It should be quite accurate if the general logic design and architectural
approaches are similar. Also, as a technology normalized metric, it could be used to
estimate the power consumption with different logic design styles, though care must be
taken in the analysis since power consumption is certainly not uniform across the many
sections and structures in a chip.

Estimating the effect of architectural decisions on power dissipation generally
requires a detailed accounting of the sections that switch simultaneously and an at
least rough estimate of the capacitance that is switching. If the sections are large and
regular, this can be fairly straightforward. Often though, estimating the effect of an
architectural choice on power is quite difficult.

A final point on scaling is to consider what happens as a given processor design is
simply implemented in the next generation process with few changes. Nominal scaling
theory predicts all capacitance decreasing by a typical 0.7 scaling factor. Nominal
operating frequency scales up by the inverse of the scaling factor to 1.43 times. So
these two components of the power formula simply cancel. In effect, Vdd scaling deter-
mines the power reduction. As mentioned above, however, Vdd tends not to scale as
rapidly as scaling theory calls for, so the power reduction will be less than the theore-
tical 50%. Nonetheless, power decreases quadratically with Vdd and the power savings
are typically impressive.

1.6.2 Energy-Delay Product

The energy delay has been suggested as a metric [16]. More specifically, the average
energy per instruction is multiplied by the average inter-instruction delay. Each term is
an interesting metric, and their product reflects the success of the design at optimizing
each simultaneously. The authors of that study find that the energy-delay product is
quite consistent (within a factor of about 2, normalizing for technology) across a
number of general purpose designs, suggesting a roughly inverse relationship between
energy efficiency and performance.

The energy-delay metric is certainly interesting and may be useful in roughly
estimating power of proposed designs and examining various trade-offs. Nevertheless,
examining Cwlit_area is the most straightforward way to estimate power trends in an
evolving family of products for which trade-offs between die area, power consumption,
and performance are made similarly in each product generation.

1.6.3 Physical Limits of Heat Dissipation

Packaging technology has managed to keep up with the increased dissipation
requirements of recent microprocessors, but there are fundamental limits beyond
which cooling becomes very difficult. Both total power and power per unit area
present engineering challenges. If present trends continue, expensive active cooling tech-
nology may soon be required. Detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this chapter, but
packaging and cooling are key issues in today's high-performance microprocessor
designs.
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1.6.4 Active Power Control

The designers of the above-mentioned Power-PC added an active power control
strategy. They built an analog temperature sensor with a user programmable threshold.
When the temperature on the chip reaches the trigger threshold, a thermal management
interrupt is delivered. They also added programmable hardware to limit the rate of
instruction fetch to a fraction of the normal processor rate. An interrupt handler,
responding to the thermal management interrupt, reduces the instruction fetch rate
to a software programmable limit, resulting in a reduction in chip power dissipation.

1.6.5 Vdd Reduction

Reduction in Vdd is another power reduction technique. The performance of typi-
cal CMOS logic circuits drops off more slowly than power consumption does as Vdd is
reduced. Power consumption drops linearly with frequency and quadratically with
voltage so that the power reduction rate is roughly cubic with voltage drop when the
consequential reduction in frequency is included. Designers have used this fact to
establish low Vdd operating points with much lower power consumption than at nom-
inal Vdd while maintaining a performance level that is acceptable in the intended
application.

Vdd reduction is an important tool in microprocessor design for managing power in
a flexible way. At the high end, it offers a safety valve in case the chip's power con-
sumption is too large for some application. Even in low-end power-conscious design, it
offers an additional trade-off between performance and power consumption that may
allow one design to meet the different performance needs of multiple applications with
widely varying power budgets.

Of course, not all logic circuit styles slow down equally as Vdd is reduced. There is a
point beyond which the circuits simply won't function, and that point may be different
for each logic circuit style. Designers expecting to exploit Vdd scaling should understand
the effects of reduced supply voltage on the logic circuit styles employed in the design.
Good planning early in the design will help make power control by Vdd reduction
successful.

1.6.6 Ultimate Impact of Power

Present power consumption trends in high-performance microprocessors clearly
cannot be supported forever. Both dissipation and electrical integrity of the power
source are problematic. Ultimately, power, power per unit area, or supply current
delivery will create hard feasibility limits that will not permit present trends in high-
end processor architecture and design to continue.

1.7 ADVANCED PACKAGING

Flip-chip technology packaging now allows high-performance microprocessors to be
built with many more power and I/O connections than in the past. Besides helping solve
the power delivery engineering problems that come with high-frequency operation and
the signal integrity challenges arising from fast I/O signal edges, the greatly increased
number of I/O connections brings new possibilities to system architects.
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In a typical flip-chip packaging technology, bond pads are placed in an array over
the surface of the die. Solder bump technology is used to mechanically bond the pads
on the die to corresponding pads on a multilayer package. The electrical characteristics
of this connection are much better than in traditional wire-bonded packaging (parti-
cularly for inductance).

Wire-bond connections can only be made at or near the edge of a die, while flip-
chip connections are made essentially anywhere on the die. In the wire-bonded technol-
ogy, I/O signals had to be routed to the edge of the die, usually incurring additional
delay as a result. In flip-chip technology it should be possible to reduce this latency by
carefully planning the bump locations. Also, with wire bonding, the number of con-
nections is limited by the minimum bond spacing and the length of the chip's periphery,
while with flip-chip bonding the limit is proportional to the die area. The net result is
that where I/O connections were precious with wire bonding, they are less so with flip-
chip bonding.

Given the increased number of transistors available to the designer, and the ever
increasing gap between off-chip and on-chip signaling rates, the dominant trend is for
all cache memories to be on the microprocessor die. The side effect of this trend is that
no I/O signal connections are needed for caches, freeing up I/O for main memory
connection and other purposes.

With all these pins, what will designers do? The Alpha 21364 designers offered one
strategy in 1998 [17]. They outlined a high-performance microprocessor with an inte-
grated scalable memory subsystem. The design has a high-bandwidth Direct RAMBUS
(described below) memory system connected directly to each processor chip. In addi-
tion, there are four interprocessor connection ports on each chip. These ports allow
unbuffered (glueless) connections to adjacent processors in a system. Processors would
typically be arranged in a rectangular mesh with the ends wrapped around to the other
side, forming a torus. Bandwidth on the ports is very high, and latency between chips is
low. This example suggests that large numbers of pins coupled with high levels of
integration will lead to higher levels of multiprocessor performance, scalability, and
cost efficiency in high-end computer systems.

Until today, main memory components in computer systems of all types were
usually standard DRAM chips. Data and control signals at DRAM components are
very slow compared to the signals at the microprocessor's pins. The resulting systems
have a hierarchy of signaling with relatively few very fast signals at the top of the
hierarchy near the processor and several times as many signals operating at relatively
slow signaling rates at the bottom where the DRAMS are connected. Bandwidth is
matched at each level, trading signaling rate for parallel signaling. In these systems,
memory access time is relatively larger in each new processor generation, since memory
components are not getting faster nearly as fast as microprocessors.

Recent technology (Direct RAMBUS being the main example) brings memory
components with extremely high signaling rates and changes this picture in an impor-
tant way. There is no longer any need to fan out to the slower components, the
DRAMS can be connected directly to the microprocessor, and there is a consequent
reduction in latency and component count. Despite the improvement, main memory
latency in Direct RAMBUS technology is still large compared to the processor cycle, so
memory latency continues to be a significant problem. Also, bandwidth required by
applications will continue to grow, and it is not yet clear how well new DRAM tech-
nology will track to these requirements.
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1.8 CONCLUSION

High-performance CMOS microprocessor designs use a mixture of advanced logic
design styles, RAM structures, arrays, datapaths, and customized RAM-like structures
to achieve high-speed operation. Architects must be cognizant of these techniques to
successfully design a processor. The cost functions and other limitations arising from the
technology are neither simple nor obvious from an abstract viewpoint. As technology
evolves, successful designs will continue to require architecture that reflects careful
consideration of the strengths and limitations of the underlying technology.

Increased integration and packaging advances offer the opportunity for increased
integration leading to much better and larger scale multiprocessor systems. This trend
is one among several that supports the increased use and importance of parallel
computing.

On-chip interconnect technology and power consumption trends are leading to
new limits to feasibility. In the end, trends in power consumption, interconnect resis-
tance, and interconnect inductance will likely force an end to the current trends in
processor design toward larger, more complex uniprocessors. Architects will have to
exploit available parallelism to work around these limitations. The most likely outcome
would seem to be increased use of distributed processing.

High-performance processor design will continue on its current dynamic and enor-
mously successful growth trend for the foreseeable future. The application parallelism
needed to overcome limits of physical technology is particularly evident in the applica-
tions that most demand performance growth. Many variations on distributed proces-
sing have been or are now being explored in research and developed as commercial
products. An issue continues to be ease of programming such complex systems, though
there is clear success in particular applications such as commercial transaction proces-
sing. Arguably, solutions to these problems and acceptance of the increased program-
ming difficulty will come as a result of significant reduction in the rate of growth of
uniprocessor performance, and that reduction appears to be inevitable. Despite the
physical limits that arise, new architectures and continued technology advances will
enable designers to continue to deliver increased performance to users in future product
generations.
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